So

. We now just need to find an example where

and

: suppose

; then on the left hand side we

have

. On the right hand side, we

have

, and so the equation can hold for

5. In a shooting match, eight clay targets are arranged in two hanging columns of three
targets each and one column of two targets. A marksman is to break all the targets
according to the following rules:
1) The marksman first chooses a column from which a target is to be broken.
2) The marksman must then break the lowest remaining target in the chosen column.
If the rules are followed, in how many different orders can the eight targets be broken?
(‘90/8)
Solution:

Suppose that the columns are labeled

,

, and

. The question is asking for

the number of ways to shoot at the bottom target of the columns, or the number of ways to
arrange 3

s, 3

s, and 2

s in a string of 8 letters.

Of the 8 letters, 3 of them are
making
are

s, making

possibilities. The positions of the 2

s,

s are then fixed. Thus, there

ways of shooting all of the targets.

Alternatively, the number of ways to arrange 3
is equal to

possibilities. Of the remaining 5, 3 are

s, 3

s, and 2

s in a string of 8 letters

.

6. A positive integer is called ascending if, in its decimal representation, there are at least
two digits and each digit is less than any digit to its right. How many ascending positive
integers are there? (‘92/2)

3

Solution:

Note that an ascending number is exactly determined by its digits: for any set of

digits (not including 0, since the only position for 0 is at the leftmost end of the number, i.e.
a leading 0), there is exactly one ascending number with those digits.
So, there are nine digits that may be used:

Note that each digit may

be present or may not be present. Hence, there are
one for each subset of

potential ascending numbers,

.

However, we've counted one-digit numbers and the empty set, so we must subtract them
off to get our answer,

4

